The MA in American Studies
at the Universität Leipzig

Unique and Outstanding International Graduate Education

American Studies at Leipzig

is the only program of its kind in Germany to combine international skills development, innovative humanities, transcultural literacy, area and international expertise, and practical professional experience. With an international reputation for excellence, the MA in American Studies at Leipzig is also remarkably affordable thanks to Germany’s education system.

Why Pursue a Degree in American Studies at Leipzig?

• Ideal graduate degree for those with a BA in German, American, and International Studies and related fields in the humanities and social sciences
• Provides advanced learning about America and Europe in a truly international context
• Offers substantial international and intercultural skills, experience, and expertise, all essential for any international career
• Stresses innovative humanities involving literature, culture, history, and contemporary studies
• Emphasizes transcultural literacy and transatlantic expertise, networks, and dialogue
• Perfect preparation for PhD Programs

Why is American Studies at Leipzig Unique and Outstanding?

• Only program of its kind in Germany
• Excellent-Outstanding rating from the German Science Council
• Three international professorships awarded (Fulbright, Picador, DAAD)
• German National Science Foundation research award for transatlantic project
• Located at one of Europe’s oldest and most distinguished universities
• City of Leipzig is one of central Europe’s most important metropolitan areas
• Fully accredited program under the European Union’s Bologna Criteria

Area Expertise • Transcultural Literacy • International